CIDER FEST 2019
All still ciders just £3.00 per pint (£1.50 per ½ pint)
FIRE DANCER (Lilley’s Cider) ABV 4.5%
A traditional medium and cloudy cider, with a rich rosy colour. This cider has
been packed full of apples to really allow the taste to come through. Made in
Somerset

FARMHOUSE DRY CIDER (Hecks) ABV 6.5%
Hazy pale yellow color, still. Aroma of light apple skin and subtle pear. Taste
is tart apple, light citrus. Very much on the dry side, but easy drinking and
pleasant

DEVON RED (Sandford Orchards) ABV 4.5%
Devon Red is a perfectly balanced, refreshing, medium cider named after the
rich red soil that gives the orchards their distinctive quality. Made in devon
using Farmers Glory, Dabinett & Sweet Alford apples

GWATKIN (Yarlington Mill) ABV 6.0%
Smooth and rich with a spirit aroma and taste that resonates with the taste
buds to surprise and delight, this would be an excellent substitute for a
dessert wine !! A rich, red, medium cider

SHE DEVIL (Cotswold Cider Company) ABV 4.3%
A sassy cider temptress, loaded with innocent, cloudy-apple sweetness. A
tender bite leads on to satisfying fruity tingle, but beware of the sting in the
tail !!

FALLEN TREE (Hanging Wood Cider) ABV 6.0%
A bright golden yellow colour, with an aroma full of sweetness and
sharpness. A well balanced cider, with a refreshing pure apple taste.
Organically produced in the ancient estate of Hungerford Park

MALVERN GOLD (Malvern Cider Company) ABV 6.0%
An award winning medium dry Herefordshire cider. Grown in the shadow of
the Hereford and Worcestershire hills, a blend of bittersweet apples
including Three Counties, Yarlington Mill and Dabinett

STANS CHEDDAR VALLEY (Thatchers) ABV 6.0% Main Bar
With its distinctive orange hues, this smooth, robust, naturally cloudy cider is
a Somerset tradition. Oak-aged, medium dry, using apples including
Tremlett’s Bitter for its tannins, while Dabinett brings a rich, full body

